The Dating Games #3: Double Date (Volume 3)
Synopsis
The Dating Games club is ready to expand—but can they agree on who their new members will be?
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Customer Reviews
With rumors flying and everyone taking sides, will the girls of the Dating Games club ever agree on their new members? The girls of the DG have found that through their unique club, both their friendships and their dating savvy have grown. But all that is about to be put to the test. Despite their promises of secrecy, word has somehow gotten out, and new girls want to join the club. Not everyone in the DG is thrilled about this. But with the Christmas ball coming up, they need to pull together to organize their double dates. The trouble is, how can they get guys interested in a dance that's become increasingly unpopular? Cassidy, Devon, Abby, Bryn, and Emma are back with more crazy dating catastrophes to navigate and triumphs to celebrate!

Melody Carlson is the award-winning author of more than two hundred books, including the Dating Games series, the Life at Kingston High series, Double Take, A Simple Song, and My Amish Boyfriend. She has received a Romantic Times Career Achievement Award in the inspirational market for her many books, including the Diary of a Teenage Girl series and Finding Alice. Melody and her husband live in Oregon. Find out more at www.melodycarlson.com.

Melody Carlson is the award-winning author of over two hundred books with sales of more than five million. She is the author of several Christmas books from Revell, including the bestselling The Christmas Bus, The Christmas Dog, and Christmas at Harringto
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I've read quite a few of Melody Carlson's novels. They never fail to be entertaining and most of the time I take away something to think about. Even though my teen years are a bit behind me I'm confident most teen or preteen girls can find plenty of pertinent drama in this novel. Warning to the parental units who want fully inspirational and Amish innocent reading material in their girls' libraries, this novel travels a little more along the worldly road. The drama is plentiful. Carlson has covered issues that are problematic in the Christian young lady's world. One teen crosses common sense lines, another is hungry for attention and makes a couple choices that set her up for some serious pain. Mean girls cause some angst and more than one of the members of the DG face an identity crisis. Areas such as judging and appropriate behavior and clothing are covered. Relationships between the girls and the boys they like adds even more drama as the girls try to find their way in high school. Well written and thought provoking and any girl who is intrigued by the idea of dating might pick up a life lesson or two. Of note, I've not read any of the other books in the series and felt like I was able to figure out the girls and their relationships pretty easily. I was provided a copy of an advanced reader copy for possible review.
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